Star Book
Cutting instructions:
You will need 7 pieces each of:
A – cut from 9 x 12
construction paper

A ‐ 4 ½” x 12 “

B – cut from 9 x 12
construction paper

B – 4 ½” x 6”
C – 3” x 9”
D – 4 ½” x 9”
C– cut from 9 x 12
construction paper

You will need 2 each of :

Covers
5 x 6 1/4”

1” x 6” paper scraps
4½

10” long pieces of ribbon

4 ½”

3”

5” x 61/4” cardboard covers
Instructions:
Fold all sheets of piece A in half so that it measures 4 ½” x 6”
Fold all sheets of piece B in half so they measure 4 ½” x 3”
Fold all sheets of piece C in half so they measure 3” x 4 ½”, then
fold them again in half the other way so they measure 1 ½” x 4
½” Open up, and run glue down the center of the ‘ditch’, and
refold.
Fold all sheets of piece D in half so they measure 4 ½” x 4 ½”
Place stapled sheet C inside the ‘ditch’ of piece A – run a line of
glue in the ditch so they are attached at the fold. Repeat for all sections. You will have 7 of these. They
will look like this:

A
C

Place piece D inside these folded sections above, matching the front edges. Run a line of glue along the
inside front edge of A, and line up D inside so the edges match. Repeat for all sections. There will be 7
sections that look like this:
Side view
B
Glue along this
edge

A

C

Stack all sections on top of each other, with the backs (folded edges) flush. Glue each section to the one
on top of it, running a line of glue along the folded edge and one along the front edge, and an X across
the middle. Stack all sections so that they are all glued together. Clamp with a bulldog or binder clip
along the folded edge for about 5‐10 minutes.

Glue along dotted
lines

Remove the clips, then take the small 1 x 3 scraps and glue them over the folded edge of the stack,
spacing evenly.

Attach one piece of ribbon to one of the short edges of each cover – glue and tape in place. See
example below:

Spread glue over the top page of the stack, and line the cover up along the folded edge, with the ribbon
inside. Repeat for the back cover. Weight the stack with some books overnight, and you are done!

Name:_____________________________________

Star Book — Artist Research Project
Requirements:
 biographical information below
 At least 5 images of the artist’s important works
 Photograph or self-portrait of the artist
 Portrait of yourself done in the artist’s style *or*
 Letter made up from the artist to you
Biographical information for artist must include:
 Full name
 Dates and places of birth and death
 Where they went to school
 Who was an important artist influence
 The style of work they are famous for
 The media they are known for
Instructions:
We are going to create a star book, and then use that format to present the information
about the artist you have chosen to research. The book is divided into 7 sections, so
you will arrange your information in seven parts, which will include all the requirements
above.
We will go to the computer lab to do our research. When you print your pictures, keep in
mind that they will need to fit into your book. The page you will be putting them on
will be 5 x 7 landscape, folded in half, so you can make your pictures fit on one half or
across the page. Leave room for writing, too — don’t make your pictures fit the whole
space. A good guideline: portrait orientation 4” tall landscape orientation 6” wide

Use the 7 boxes to organize your material. Sketch the placement of
your pictures and write the text in your own words.

